Discrete choice models (DCMs) and neural networks (NNs) can complement each other. We propose a neural network embedded choice model -TasteNet-MNL, to improve the flexibility in modeling taste heterogeneity while keeping model interpretability. The hybrid model consists of a TasteNet module: a feed-forward neural network that learns taste parameters as flexible functions of individual characteristics; and a choice module: a multinomial logit model (MNL) with manually specified utility. TasteNet and MNL are fully integrated and jointly estimated. By embedding a neural network into a DCM, we exploit a neural network's function approximation capacity to reduce specification bias. Through special structure and parameter constraints, we incorporate expert knowledge to regularize the neural network and maintain interpretability.
Introduction
Discrete choice models (DCM) provide a powerful econometric framework to understand and predict choice behaviors. The majority of DCMs are Random Utility Models (RUM), derived under the utility-maximization decision rule (McFadden, 1973) . Rooted in theory, DCMs have the advantage of interpretability: they can explain why/how individuals choose among a set of alternatives, and provide credible answers to "what-if" scenario questions. DCMs have been the predominant approach for consumer choice analysis and widely applied in areas such as transportation planning and marketing.
A DCM requires model specification to be known as a priori. Utility function is a primary component of model specification. Systematic part of the utility describes how a choice-maker values each attribute of an alternative ("taste"), and how tastes vary systematically across choice-makers ("taste heterogeneity"). When the underlying relationships are nonlinear, coming up with an accurate utility specification can be difficult. Misspecified utility functions lead to biased parameter estimates, lower predictability, and wrong interpretations (Bentz and Merunka, 2000 , Torres et al., 2011 , van der Pol et al., 2014 .
Although nonlinear functions (e.g. higher-order polynomial, semi-log transform, piecewise linear) can be employed, they also require correct assumptions about the function form. Statistical tests are routinely used to select models. However, it is difficult to test all possible specifications with a fair amount of covariates; and the true specification may not be covered. Model uncertainty has been a persistent concern for model developers and users, which motivates researches on data-driven approaches to learn utility specification.
Machine learning (ML), often viewed as a collection of data-driven methods, can exploit the rich information in large raw data. ML requires less a priori theories. Its primary focus is prediction accuracy rather than interpretability. Neural networks, as a popular class of ML algorithms, have achieved remarkable breakthroughs recently in various domains, such as computer vision, natural language processing, and speech recognition. On complicated tasks, deep neural networks that require no domain knowledge surpass traditional ML methods that rely heavily on feature engineering.
The success of neural networks is attributed to its capacity to learn highly complex functions, enabled by large datasets, advanced optimization techniques, and increased computational capacity. Given our limited knowledge of the true utility function, could we utilize a neural network to unravel the complexity in data? Can we bring neural networks to DCMs, in ways to enhance the flexibility in model specification, reduce potential bias and improve predictability?
Current neural network applications to discrete choice problems focus on prediction, with some exceptions (West et al., 1997 , De Carvalho et al., 1998 , Bentz and Merunka, 2000 , Hruschka et al., 2002 , Sifringer et al., 2018 , van Cranenburgh and Alwosheel, 2019 . A majority of the studies find neural networks can outperform DCMs in various contexts regarding prediction accuracy. A major criticism of the neural network approach is its lack of interpretability.
Interpretability is crucial for high-stakes decisions in transportation planning, such as infrastructure investment, congestion pricing etc. Planners rely on models to give reliable answers to "what-if" questions at the disaggregated level. For example, how a specific market segment will respond to a toll increase or a new subway line? To support policy decisions, prediction accuracy alone is not enough. A model must represent the true relationships between explanatory variables and choice outcomes.
Although a neural network can provide utility interpretations and economic indicators (e.g. elasticity, willingness-to-pay etc) equivalent to a DCM, its estimation results suffer from large variances across runs; and a particular model run can generate unrealistic behavioral indicators (Wang and Zhao, 2018) . How can we make neural networks learn interpretable results that can support planning decisions?
We propose to integrate neural networks and DCMs to benefit from both: the flexibility of neural networks and the interpretability of DCMs. We name such models as neural embedded choice models. Extending the work by Sifringer et al. (2018) , we propose a neural network embedded multinomial logit (MNL) model -TasteNet-MNL. Specifically, we employ a neural network (TasteNet) to model tastes as flexible functions of individuals characteristics. Taste parameters predicted by the TasteNet are embedded in a parametric MNL to compute choice probability and likelihood. Param-eters of the two parts are jointly estimated by maximum likelihood.
By embedding a neural network in an MNL, we enhance the flexibility of the model to represent systematic taste heterogeneity, which can reduce bias in manual specification. By bringing a parametric MNL to a neural network, we incorporate expert knowledge and constrain the neural network to generate outputs with designated meanings. Using both synthetic and real datasets, we demonstrate the effectiveness of TasteNet-MNL. The source code is made publicly available 1 .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the previous neural network applications to discrete choice and the challenges. Section 3 describes our model structure and estimation method. Section 4 reports experiments and results on synthetic data. Section 5 applies TasteNet-MNL to the Swissmetro dataset, and compares it with MNL benchmarks. Lastly, we summarize the key contributions, and discuss the limitations and future works.
Literature Review

Neural Networks for Choice Prediction
Empirical studies have compared DCMs with neural networks (NNs) for various choice problems, such as travel mode choice (De Carvalho et al., 1998 , Hensher and Ton, 2000 , Cantarella and de Luca, 2005 , Nam et al., 2017 , Lee et al., 2018 , vehicle ownership choice (Mohammadian and Miller, 2002) , and brand choice (Agrawal and Schorling, 1996 , Bentz and Merunka, 2000 , Hruschka et al., 2002 , 2004 . Most of the early applications choose a feed-forward network (FFN) with one or two hidden layers, because more layers cause over-fitting and computational challenges. FFNs are compared to DCM structures, including logit (Agrawal and Schorling, 1996 , West et al., 1997 , Omrani, 2015 , Lee et al., 2018 , nested logit (Hensher and Ton, 2000 , Mohammadian and Miller, 2002 , Cantarella and de Luca, 2005 , cross-nested logit (Cantarella and de Luca, 2005) , and mixed logit . Shallow FFNs achieve higher predictability than DCMs in most cases (Agrawal and Schorling, 1996 , West et al., 1997 , De Carvalho et al., 1998 , Mohammadian and Miller, 2002 , Cantarella and de Luca, 2005 , Omrani, 2015 , Lee et al., 2018 .
Inspired by the success of deep learning in other domains, recent studies attempt deep neural networks (DNN) for discrete choice (Nam et al., 2017, Wang and Zhao, 2019) . The results are somewhat disappointing. Nam et al. (2017) apply several deep learning techniques (drop-out, initialization, stochastic gradient descent) to train an FFW with 4 hidden layers 2 . Surprisingly, their DNN gives almost the same predicted log-likelihood as a nested-logit and a cross-nested logit model 3 . Wang and Zhao (2019) compare a DNN with a nested logit model for mode choice using a stated-preference survey. Despite an extensive hyper-parameter search, the best DNN does not match a nested logit model. The authors highlight the importance of finding the right hyperparameters for DNN to predict as well as, if not worse than, DCMs.
So far, DNNs have not worked effectively for discrete choice as expected, perhaps due to small data, over-fitting issue, or the difficulty in finding the right set of hyper-parameters. We suspect that simply increasing the depth of the network may not take us far, especially when data size is too small compared to the complexity of a deep neural network. We speculate that proper regularization strategies may help. In this study, we find that by incorporating expert knowledge to neural networks through special structure and parameter constraints, model predictability can be improved even with only one hidden layer.
Learning Nonlinear Utility with Neural Networks
While most studies focus on comparing prediction performance with a brief explanation of why, a few dig into how and under what circumstances (West et al., 1997 , De Carvalho et al., 1998 , Bentz and Merunka, 2000 . These studies seek to understand from a behavioral perspective: whether a neural network can discover the true behaviors, which can be different from or more complex than our assumptions; and if so, how to derive such knowledge.
A series of studies conduct Monte-Carlo experiments to show a neural network can capture nonlinearity in utility functions (West et al., 1997 , De Carvalho et al., 1998 , Bentz and Merunka, 2000 . Non-linearity may reflect the saturation effect or threshold effect of attributes on utility, or non-compensatory decision rules. For example, West et al. (1997) find that NNs consistently outperform logit and discriminative analysis when predicting the outcome of non-compensatory choice rule. Bentz and Merunka (2000) show the analogy between NN and MNL, and NN with hidden layers as a more general version of MNL. With synthetic data and an empirical study, they show that NN can detect interaction and threshold effects in utility, and therefore can be used as a diagnostic tool to improve MNL utility specification. This sequential approach requires manual analysis of NN results to identify the nonlinear effect, and thus applies only to simple problems. Nevertheless, their idea inspires a recent study by Sifringer et al. (2018) to integrate the two. Hruschka et al. (2002) compare a NN with an MNL and a Latent Class Logit (LCL) model in an empirical study of brand choice. They find the NN model can identify interaction effects, threshold effects, saturation effects and other nonlinear forms (like inverse S-shape) of attributes on brand utility. Also, NN implies elasticities different from MNL or LCL. MNL sometimes gives wrong signs for elasticity due to its simplistic linear form. The NN predicts better on hold-out data than MNL or LCL. A followup study by Hruschka et al. (2004) compares NN with two other MNLs with flexible systematic utility, and draws similar conclusions.
To summarize, these studies show that a NN can outperform an MNL, when the nonlinearity in attributes are neglected or mistaken. However, these studies have not addressed nonlinearity in taste, nor compared NNs with more advanced DCMs, e.g. random coefficient logit. They consider NN as either an alternative to MNL; or a diagnostic tool to improve utility specification of MNL, which works only for simple problems. Our study complements previous work as we focus on modeling nonlinearity in taste with neural networks. Also, beyond an either-or or a sequential approach, our integrated model achieves both flexibility and partial interpretability.
The Interpretability Challenge
Being able to predict better and capture nonlinear utility is not sufficient for policyscenario analysis, which is a great advantage of behavior models based on theory and prior knowledge. A major criticism of neural networks is the lack of interpretability. As this popular term is not clearly defined in the literature, despite its wide usage, we summarize the popular understandings of interpretability into the following aspects.
The first is parameter-level interpretability. Clearly, individual weights from a neural network do not carry specific meanings (Agrawal and Schorling, 1996, Shmueli et al., 1996) . In contrast, parameters of logit models can be directly interpreted as the marginal effect of an attribute (or "taste").
Another strict definition has to do with how a model is specified: based on external knowledge or learned from data. Statistical choice models clearly map the relationship between input and output with a theory behind it. In neural networks, the relationships are learned from data by arbitrary functions. Even if a NN mimics the true functions, this itself does not provide a theory of why inputs lead to choice outcomes. By either of the first two criteria, a NN model is not interpretable. However, these two definitions are not meaningful measures for model usability.
The third view of interpretability by Sifringer et al. (2018) is "the ability of the model to recover the true parameters' values of the variables that enter the interpretable part of the utility functions". This definition focuses on obtaining unbiased model estimates for the interpretable part. However, the unknown part of the utility modeled by a black-box can still give uninterpretable answers to "what-if" questions. The division between interpretable part and uninterpretable part of the utility function is subjective.
Perhaps the most popular view of interpretability is the model's ability to derive behavior indicators, such as elasticity, willingness-to-pay (WTP), marginal rate of substitution, and (MRS). Studies that claim ML or NN model interpretability are mostly based on this criteria (Wang and Zhao, 2018 , Sifringer et al., 2018 . Extracting behavior indicators from neural networks is simple. Bentz and Merunka (2000) show the similarity between MNL and a feed-forward neural network with no hidden layer and Softmax activation. Systematic utilities correspond to the output values before applying Softmax activation. We can plot utility versus inputs to obtain marginal effects (Bentz and Merunka, 2000, Hruschka et al., 2004) . Choice elasticities and other economic indicators can be computed analytically (Hruschka et al., 2002 (Hruschka et al., , 2004 or numerically by simulations (Wang and Zhao, 2018) .
We consider this definition insufficient because a model that gives unreasaonble behavioral indicators is not interpretable. A study by Wang and Zhao (2018) shows that individual NN estimation can generate unreasonable economic indicators. For example, a choice probability can be non-monotonically decreasing as cost increases and highly sensitive to a particular model run. The derivative of choice probabilities with respect to cost and time can be positive; and values of time can be negative, zero, arbitrarily large, or infinite. They conclude that neural based choice models generate reasonable economic information only at the aggregate level either through model ensemble or population average, due to the challenge of irregular probability fields and large estimation errors. However, scenario analysis and policy decision depend on answers to "what-if" questions at the disaggregated level (e.g. a particular market segment).
The definition of interpretability is to some extent subjective and ultimately a philosophical question. We propose a definition close to the popular view but with extra conditions:
A model is interpretable if at a disaggregated level, it is able to give credible answer to "what will happen if " and "but for" questions.
Compared to the popular definition, we emphasize the credibility of the economic indicators and interpretability at the disaggregated (both model and choice-maker) level. By "credible", we mean the answer should conform with a set of prior knowledge, for example, non-positive choice elasticity regarding cost and non-positive values of time. However, prior knowledge can change over time and vary across application contexts. A fundamental challenge for a neural network to be interpretable is that many networks may exist that fit the data equally well; but not all can draw reasonable behavior insights. We propose imposing special structure and constraints that reflect expert knowledge on a neural network. We show the proposed model obtains reasonable behavioral indicators at the disaggregated level; and that predictability does not necessarily come at the cost of interpretability.
Direct Precedents: Integrating Neural Networks with Discrete Choice Models
Recent studies attempt to create a synergy between statistical DCM and NN through a hybrid structure. The idea of a hybrid approach dates back to Bentz and Merunka (2000) . They propose using NN as a diagnostic tool to detect nonlinear effects. The main drawbacks of this approach is the sequential nature and its ineffectiveness for large problems.
Learning-MNL (L-MNL) proposed by Sifringer et al. (2018) is the first example of a neural embedded choice model as far as we know. In an L-MNL, systematic utility is divided into an "interpretable" part manually specified; and a "representation" part, a nonlinear representation learned by a neural network. The unknown part captures the effects of the unused features. This model structure is inspiring but has some limitations. First, variables in the interpretable part and the representation part are mutually exclusive sets. The authors' motive is to make the interpretable utility obtain stable estimates, as the NN can overpower the logit model and cause unstable estimates. Second, this model assumes that variables in the representation part have no interactions with those in the interpretable part, since the two parts of utility are added with no overlapping variables. Essentially, the gain of an L-MNL comes from a flexible representation of the alternative specific constants (ASCs): L-MNL models ASCs by a neural network as a flexible function of all the unused features. This assumption is too restrictive since the unused features can affect not only the ASCs, but also other taste parameters in the interpretable utility, such as the time coefficient. Similarly, features in the interpretable part may have unspecified nonlinear effects, and can affect the ASCs. Thirdly, the selection of covariates to enter which part of the utility function is arbitrary.
Inspired by L-MNL, we propose a more general framework to model taste heterogeneity. The proposed TasteNet-MNL differs from L-MNL and traditional FFW in three aspects. First, We allow all or a subset of taste parameters to be modeled by NN as a flexible function, not just the ASCs. This enhances the flexibility to model taste heterogeneity. Second, we impose constraints on taste parameters predicted by neural networks, as a strategy to regularize the network and obtain interpretable results. Third, we model taste parameters instead of utilities by a NN, different from a direct application of a FFW. The key idea is to assign the more complex or less known task to a NN, and keep the well known part parametric.
Model Structure
For a given choice task, suppose each person n makes a one time of choice from a choice set C n 4 . For each person n, observed data includes individual characteristics (z n ), attributes of alternative i (x in ), and the chosen alternative y n .
V in denotes the systematic utility of alternative i to choice maker n. If tastes are homogeneous, V in is a function of attributes. A simple example is a linear function in Eqn. 1. Systematic taste heterogeneity is usually specified as a group of interactions between attributes and characteristics (Eqn. 2). Interaction effects are specified according to prior assumptions and verified by statistical tests.
Since how taste varies across choice makers may not be known as a priori, we propose a data-driven approach to represent systematic taste heterogeneity: using a neural network (TasteNet) to model taste parameters as flexible functions of characteristics (Eqn. 3).
Inputs of TasteNet are choice-maker n's characteristics (z n ). Neural network weights (w) are unknown parameters to estimate. Output of the network β n T N correspond to a full set or a subset of the coefficients in an ordinary MNL utility (e.g. Eqn. 2). The meaning of each element of β n T N is defined by the MNL module, where TasteNet is embedded.
We can divide the systematic utility into a parametric part and a flexible part (Eqn. 4). The parametric part is a manually specified utility function. It can include interactions and nonlinear transformations. The flexible part is a sum of alternative attributes weighted by taste coefficients predicted by the TasteNet. We can model all, a subset of or none of the taste coefficients by the neural network. Note that each taste coefficient (e.g. time coefficient) is either learned by a neural network or manually specified. This integrated structure achieves two goals. First, utility specification becomes more flexible in representing systematic taste heterogeneity. Second, model interpretability is partially maintained, since each output unit of the neural network carries a behavioral meaning. Some coefficients may subject to parameter constraints according to prior knowledge. Below we provide more details on the neural network architecture, parameter constraints, and estimation procedure.
TasteNet
We choose a feed-forward neural network (also called a multi-layer perceptron (MLP)) for TasteNet. An MLP consists of an input layer, one or more hidden layers and an output layer. Essentially, MLP is a composition of linear and nonlinear functions to map inputs to outputs.
In an MLP with 1 hidden layer of H hidden units, the k-th output of the network β T N k can be written as Eqn. 6, where D is the input dimension, H is the number of hidden units, A (1) is hidden layer activation function, and T is the output activation function. Neural network parameters w (1) and w (2) correspond to weights from the input layer to the hidden layer, and weights from the hidden layer to the output layer.
An MLP with multiple hidden layers can be denoted as MLP(L, [H 1 , .., H L ], [A (1) , ..., A (L) ], T ). We need to specify the number of hid-den layers L, the size of each hidden layer H l , activation function for each hidden layer A (l) , and output transform function T . These hyper-parameters are selected based on a model's prediction performance on the development set.
Parameter constraints
Over-parameterization is common for neural networks, especially when the sample size is relatively small compared to the model complexity. Adding constraint is a method to regularize a neural network. We impose constraints on taste parameters not only to improve model generalization ability; but also to ensure that taste parameters fall into a reasonable range based on expert knowledge.
A typical constraint is on the signs of parameters. For example, the coefficient for travel time or waiting time is usually negative. We incorporate sign constraints through an output transform function T . For taste parameter βs with non-negative sign constraints, choices of T can be the rectified linear function (ReLU (β)) or exponential function (exp(β)). For βs with non-positive signs, choices of T can be the rectified linear unit −ReLU (−β) or − exp(−β). For βs without constraints, T is the identity function. Such transformations redistribute the parameters to the desirable range through continuous differentiable functions, which resemble the exponential transform for scale or time coefficient in the utility specification of a DCM.
An advantage of using transform function for sign constraints is that the constraints can be strictly kept. Other methods, such as adding penalty for constraint violation to the learning objective, cannot enforce the constraints on unseen data.
Estimation
Model is estimated by optimizing a learning objective function with stochastic gradient descent. The objective is to minimize a loss function, which is the average of negative log-likelihood plus a regularization term for the p-norm of the neural network weights (Eqn. 7) to prevent the model from over-fitting.
TasteNet-MNL is trained in an integrated fashion through back-propagation. Unknown parameters to estimate include neural network weights (w) and unknown coefficients in the MNL module (β M N L ).
Experiments
We generate a synthetic dataset with an underlying logit model. Its utility function contains higher-order interactions between characteristics and attributes. On this synthetic data, we compare TasteNet-MNL with benchmarking MNLs and random coefficient logit models (RCLs). We expect that the TasteNet-MNL can improve predictability, reduce bias in parameter estimates, and provide more accurate behavioral interpretations, compared to MNLs and RCLs with misspecified systematic utility.
Synthetic data
The data generation model is a binary logit, with systematic utility of alternative i for person n defined in Eqn. 8. Explanatory variables include three characteristics: income (inc), full-time employment dummy (full) and flexible work schedule dummy (flex); and two alternative attributes: travel cost (cost) and travel time (time) (see Table A1 in Appendix A for details). Coefficient values are chosen to carry realistic meanings: income has positive effect on value of time (VOT), full-time workers have higher VOT and people with flexible schedule have lower VOT. Cost coefficient is fixed to -1 for both alternatives, so that VOT can be read from time coefficient. Alternative specific constant (ASC) for alternative 1 is -1.0 and 0 for alternative 0. The random component of each utility follows an Extreme Value distribution. The synthetic data generated has 14,000 observations, randomly split into training (10,000), development (2000) and test (2000) sets. Details about the input distribution and synthetic data generation are presented in Appendix A.
We specify three MNL benchmarks. MNL-I's utility functions only include first-order interactions between characteristics and time (Eqn. 9). Compared to MNL-I, utilities of MNL-II have one additional interaction inc * f ull * time (Eqn.10). MNL-TRUE is an MNL with the true utility specification. It is different from the ground truth due to sampling error. In all MNLs, alternative specific constants (ASCs) are fixed to 0 for alternative 0 (ASC 0 = 0).
Random coefficient logit models
Two random coefficient logit (RCL) benchmarks are included to test whether modeling unobserved heterogeneity can compensate for specification errors in the systematic utility. We assume time coefficient is randomly distributed, following a Normal distribution with mean equal to a linear function of characteristics, and standard deviation σ. RCL-I and RCL-II represent two variations in specifying the mean of time coefficient (Eqn. 11 and 12), and correspond to MNL-I and MNL-II's time coefficients, respectively. 
The structure of the TasteNet-MNL for the synthetic data is shown in Figure 2 . Time coefficient (β vot ) is modeled by an MLP. Hyper-parameters to decide include the number of hidden layers (L), the size(s) of hidden layer(s) (H 1 , ..., H L ), and type of regularizer (norm p), regularization strength λ p , activation function for hidden layers (A 1 , ..., A L ), and output transform function (T). We train TasteNet-MNL on training dataset with different combinations of hyperparameters. We choose 1 hidden layer, since it is enough to obtain the true model's prediction accuracy. We vary the number of hidden units from 5 to 30. For each hidden layer size, we apply L2 regularization penalty in [0, 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01]. For hidden layer activation function, we try ReLU and Tanh. For output transformation, we experiment with functions: −ReLU (−β) and −e −β , to impose non-positivity constraint on the value of time coefficient β vot . For each scenario, we train the model 5 times with different random initialization.
The best hyper-parameter scenario is selected based on the lowest average negative log-likelihood (N LL) on development dataset. The best TasteNet-MNL has 1 hidden 
Results
We compare MNLs, RCLs and TasteNet-MNL regarding predictability, parameter bias, and interpretability.
Predictability
We measure model predictability by average negative log-likelihood (NLL) and prediction accuracy (ACC) on training, development and test data. NLL is the total negative log-likelihood in equation (7) divided by the number of observations. The higher the NLL, the poorer the model fit. Prediction accuracy is the percentage of correct predictions. Table 1 summarizes the prediction performance of different models. MNL with the correct utility specification (MNL-TRUE) achieves the same NLL and ACC as the data generation model. MNL-I and MNL-II result in higher NLL (0.59 -0.6) than MNL-TRUE (0.47); and lower prediction accuracy (70% -72%) than MNL-TRUE (77% -79%). Compared to MNL-I, MNL-II's utility includes one more interaction inc * f ull * time, which has the largest effect (-0.2) among the three missing interaction terms in MNL-I. However, model fit and prediction accuracy of MNL-II does not improve significantly. This indicates that prediction accuracy can be sensitive to systematic utility specification. A seemingly small misspecification can cause significant prediction errors. Poor predictability can be a sign for model misspecification.
Compared to MNL-I and MNL-II, RCL-I and RCL-II both achieve better loglikelihood fit. The better fit is because part of the missing terms is modeled as random heterogeneity. However, RCLs do not improve choice prediction accuracy.
The best TasteNet-MNL achieves the same predictability as the data generation model. We give minimal instructions to the model: 1) choice makers makes trade-offs between time and cost; and 2) value of time depends on individual characteristics. We do not specify in detail how value of time varies across individuals. Instead, we let the neural network learn value of time as a function of individual characteristics. You may wonder: does TasteNet-MNL recover the true utility function? Is the prediction performance a result of learning the correct utility function? 
Parameter estimates
We compare estimated coefficients across models and against the true parameters (Table 2) . For MNLs and RCLs, coefficients are directly retrieved. For TasteNet-MNL, we regress the predicted β V OT s against the characteristics (inc, f ull, f lex) and their interactions to obtain coefficients in the utility function, except for ASC 1 , directly estimated from the MNL module. We compute the errors in parameter estimates, including mean squared error (MSE), mean absolute error (MAE) and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) ( Table 2) . Parameter errors of TasteNet-MNL is close to the true model MNL-TRUE. This means that neural network recovers the correct form of the taste functio in this case. MNL-I, MNL-II, RCL-I and RCL-II have large biases in parameter estimates, with MAPE from 52% to 64%.
It is worth noting that RCL-I and RCL-II both have statistically significant standard deviations for the random coefficient for time (σ(time)). The missing systematic effects can be misinterpreted as random heterogeneity in value of time. This example also shows that RCLs do not necessarily reduce bias in parameter estimates. Their parameter errors are similar and even a bit higher than their corresponding MNLs. But RCLs do improve fitted log-likelihood (Table 1) .
These results imply that if we do not have a flexible enough function to capture nonlinearity in systematic taste variation, we might mistake systematic heterogeneity for random heterogeneity, and obtain biased estimates and interpretations. Neural networks can be utilized to exhaust the capacity of the systematic utility function, and separate systematic effect from random effect.
Interpretability
We expect that TasteNet-MNL is able to provide more accurate economic indicators than misspecified MNLs. We compare value of time (VOT), choice elasticity and choice To test the model's generalization performance, we create a dataset with 200 individuals, whose characteristics are drawn from a uniform distribution. There are 50 individuals in each of the four groups defined by the combinations of full-time (yes/no) and flexible schedule (yes/no). Income of individuals from each group is evenly distributed in the range of 0 to 60$ per hour with interval size 1.2. With this new input, MNL-I and MNL-II produce an MAE of 2.3$ per hour (14%) and 1.6$ per hour (10%), respectively, compared to TasteNet-MNL's error of 0.3$ per hour (1.6%).
We plot predicted VOTs against income for the four categories of individuals (Figure 3) . MNL-I cannot distinguish the difference in VOTs (given income is fixed) between group (full flex) and group (nofull noflex). Adding one higher-order interaction in MNL-II helps, but large bias persists. TasteNet-MNL gives more accurate VOT estimates at the individual level. The root mean squared error (RMSE) of individual VOT estimates is 0.41, close to the true model MNL-TRUE (0.35), and much lower than MNL-I (2.71) and MNL-II (1.71). The mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) by TasteNet-MNL is 1%, similar to MNL-TRUE and better than MNL-I (14%) and MNL-II (9%). To summarize, TasteNet-MNL can provide more accurate estimates of VOT at the individual level, while misspecified MNLs can result in large bias.
b) Elasticity and choice probability Elasticities are useful economic indicators derived from a choice model. They measure the effects of a change in one of the variables (e.g. income, cost) on the choice probability. We compare disaggregated point elasticities across models. The general definition of elasticity of demand with respect to alternative attribute x kin is defined in Equation 13. P n (i) is the probability of choosing alternative i for person n. x kin is the k-th attribute of alternative i for person n. Elasticity E Pn(i) xkin measures the percentage change in choice probability P n (i) with respect to one percentage change in attribute x kin . Elasticity formulas for a linear MNL and a TasteNet-MNL are shown in Eqn. 14 and 15. The major difference between them is that the taste parameter β k in the TasteNet-MNL case becomes a function of characteristics z. 
In the first analysis, we estimate elasticity and choice probability for each observation in the synthetic data. We choose elasticity and choice probability of alternative 1 with respect to the time of alternative 1. Table 4 shows the errors in estimated elasticities by different models. TasteNet-MNL achieves the same level of accuracy as the true model MNL-TRUE, while the mis-specified logit models result in 55% to 56% errors. Similar results hold for predicted choice probability.
The second analysis is performed on a selected individual with 60$ hourly wage, full-time job and flexible schedule. Mode 0's time and cost is fixed at 20 minutes and 2$. Cost of mode 1 is fixed to 8$. We vary time 1 (time of alternative 1) from 0.2 to 20$, and compute choice elasticity and probability of this person for each value of time 1 . Figure 4 shows the estimated elasticity v.s. time 1 and choice probability v.s. time 1 across models. Among the models, TasteNet-MNL gives the function closest to the ground-truth.
The third analysis compares predicted elasticities and probabilities by different models across 4 types of individuals. The four types of people are defined by the combina- 0 is given at 20 minutes and 2$, and cost 1 is 8$. We plot the elasticity and probability as a function of time 1 for each group predicted by different models (Figure 5 and Figure 6 ). MNL-I can barely distinguish the difference between the full-flex and nofull-noflex groups; while TasteNet-MNL can distinguish and give more accurate estimates than the misspecified MNLs.
Understanding the Neural Network
To understand how the neural network learns the effect of input variables and their interactions, we visualize the activation values of the hidden units with simulated individual characteristics. We also show the estimated weights of TasteNet, including weights of the linear layer from input to hidden layer, and weights of the linear layer from hidden layer to output layer (Table 5) . Interestingly, hidden unit 6 is not used since its associated weights are all zeros.
We generate four types of individuals with income varying from 0 to 60 $ per hour. We pass individual characteristics to the trained TasteNet and obtain activation values for each hidden unit. Figure 7 displays the activation values. Darker color indicates stronger activation. All activation values are non-negative since the activation function used is ReLU. By observing how a neuron gets activated as input varies, we can understand the role of each neuron in approximating the true taste function. Hidden units 4 and 5 apparently capture income effect, since they become more activated as income increases in all 4 groups. Hidden units 4 and 5 also capture the nonflexible effect. Note that individuals with non-flexible schedules tend to have higher activation values for hidden units 4 and 5, all else equal (left vs right in Figure 7 ). Note that in this case, higher activation of units 4 and 5 leads to higher values of time (or more negative β V OT ). Their corresponding coefficients in the linear hiddento-output layer are negative (-0.3595 and -0.1944, see Table 5 ). In other words, bigger activation leads to a more negative β V OT . Hidden unit 3 captures the full-time effect. Full-time individuals tend to have a higher activation value for unit 3, which leads to a lower value of time since the hidden-to-output layer's coefficient for unit 3 is negative (-0.3641). Hidden units 1, 2 and 7 represent the three interaction effects: income * full-time, income * not flexible, and not full-time * not flexible, respectively. Again, we see hidden node 6 is never activated.
Through Monte-Carlo experiments, we show TasteNet-MNL's ability to capture nonlinear taste functions and uncover the true utility form. Misspecified systematic utility in MNLs or RCLs can lead to large bias in parameter estimates. TasteNet-MNL can be used to identify specification errors in utility and reduce potential biases. TasteNet-MNL's prediction accuracy matches the true model (77% to 79%), higher than the misspecified MNLs and RCLs (70% to 72%). TasteNet-MNL also provides interpretable economic indicators, like value of time and demand elasticities, close to the ground truth; while MNLs and RCLs with misspecified utility can produce unreliable interpretations.
Model Application: Swissmetro Mode Choice
We apply TasteNet-MNL to a publicly available dataset -Swissmetro to model mode choice for inter-city travel. The purpose of this application is to 1) examine whether TasteNet-MNL is able to predict more accurately compared to a manually specified, relatively sophisticated MNL; and 2) whether TasteNet-MNL can draw reasonable behavioral interpretations and, if so, how its interpretations differ from those of the MNLs. To compare with TasteNet-MNL, we set up three benchmarking MNL models with increasing complexity in the utility function.
Data
The Swissmetro is a proposed revolutionary mag-lev underground system. To assess potential demand, the Swissmetro Stated Preference (SP) survey collected data from 1,192 respondents (441 rail-based travellers and 751 car users), with 9 choices from each respondent. Each respondent is asked to choose one mode out of a set of alternatives for inter-city travel given the attributes of each mode (e.g. travel time, headway and cost). The universal choice set includes train (TRAIN), Swissmetro (SM), and car (CAR). For individuals without a car, the choice set includes only TRAIN and SM. Table 6 provides a description of the variables. For more information, readers can refer to Bierlaire (2018) .
The original data has 10,728 observations, downloaded in Jan 2019 5 . After removing observations with unknown age, "other" trip purpose and unknown choice, we retain 10,692 observations. We randomly split the data into training ("train"), development("dev") and test("test") set with 7,484, 1,604 and 1,604 observations, respectively.
Models
The three benchmarks are logit models. MNL-A is similar to Bierlaire et al.(2001) 's MNL specification but with some enhancements: 1) the value of travel time and value of headway are made mode-specific; 2) all levels of age and luggage categories are included; and 3) cost coefficients are fixed to -1.0 for directly reading VOT from time coefficients (Table 7 ). In the benchmark MNL-B, we add the interaction terms: time*age, time*income and time*purpose (Table 8 ). The third benchmark MNL-C is a MNL with all pairs of first-order interactions between characteristics and attributes (Table 9 ). This model is equivalent to a TasteNet-MNL with all taste coefficients modeled by a neural network without hidden layers.
The TasteNet-MNL structure for Swissmetro data is shown in Figure 8 . We specify the utility functions for each alternative in the MNL module. Coefficients for cost are fixed to -1 so that the coefficients for time is the negative value of time. There are 7 coefficients in the MNL utilities, including for the alternative specific constants. We assume all MNL coefficients (taste parameters) are functions of individual characteristics, and model them as the output of the TasteNet. This is a special case of the general structure: the set of β M N L is empty and all taste parameters are modeled by TasteNet as β T N (Eqn. 4 and 5). The TasteNet module consists of a linear layer from input z to hidden layer h (1) , a nonlinear activation A (1) for the hidden layer, followed by a linear layer from hidden layer to output layer and an output activation function T for the output. We choose only 1 hidden layer, since the predicted log-likelihoods on hold-out datasets do not improve with more hidden layers. Input z includes all characteristics: age, gender, income, first class, who pays for travel cost, trip purpose and luggage. We experiment with various sets of hyper-parameters and activation functions (Table 10 ). 
Results
The estimated model coefficients for MNL-A, MNL-B and MNL-C are shown in Table  7 , 8 and 9. Among all TasteNet-MNL scenarios, the one with 80 hidden units, relu for hidden layer activation, negative exponential for non-positive output activation, and no regularization achieves the best prediction performance on the development dataset.
Prediction Performance
TasteNet-MNL significantly out-performs MNL benchmarks in terms of prediction accuracy. We use average negative log-likelihood (NLL) and prediction accuracy (ACC) to measure predictability (Table 11) . From MNL-A to MNL-C, more interactions between attributes and individual characteristics are added. MNL-C has a full set of interactions between attributes and characteristics. Surprisingly, the predicted loglikelihood shows only marginal improvements: NLL decreases from 0.728 (MNL-A) to 0.708 (MNL-B) and 0.691 (MNL-C). With TasteNet-MNL, we see a substantial improvement in prediction performance: NLL on development data drops from 0.691 to 0.646. This is attributed to the flexibility enabled by the hidden layer with nonlinear transformation in the TasteNet. The improved log-likelihood implies the existence of nonlinear effects in utility specification. The neural network is able to automatically learn taste as a nonlinear function of individual characteristics. Because it captures a more accurate relationship between characteristics and taste, it outperforms MNLs with linear utilities.
Individual Taste Estimates
We want to understand how estimated tastes, such as value of time by mode, provided by different models differ. We apply each model to obtain taste parameters for each individual in the Swissmetro dataset. The average of taste coefficients among the population are displayed in Table 12 . Since the cost coefficients are fixed to -1.0, all taste coefficients are in the willingness-to-pay space measured by Swiss Franc (CHF).
We find that from MNL-A to MNL-C, average values of travel time (VOT) and (Table  12 ). Its average VOT estimates for train, swissmetro and car are 26%, 17% and 24% higher, respectively, than those predicted by MNL-C. Its average VOHE estimates for train and swissmetro are 25% and 67% higher than those estimated by MNL-C.
We further investigate where the higher average VOTs come from. We plot histograms for each type of taste parameter and for each model (Figure 9 ). As interactions are incrementally added from MNL-A to MNL-C, the model captures more taste variations. Compared to MNLs with linear utilities, TasteNet-MNL discovers a wider range of taste variations. In particular, the VOTs and VOHEs for all travel modes have longer tails on the high end of WTP. Based o the synthetic data results, we have reason to believe that TasteNet-MNL's superior predictability is a result of its more accurate estimates of individual tastes. Each model provides a taste function that maps individual characteristics to a type of taste value (e.g. VOT, VOHE). We want to check whether TasteNet-MNL learns sensible taste functions at the individual level, in comparison to benchmarking MNLs.
Since function input z is multi-dimensional, we cannot directly visualize the functions. Instead, we pick an individual with characteristics z. We vary one dimension of z: z i , while keeping other dimensions fixed z j =i . We plot a particular taste parameter as a function of z i : β k = f model (z i ; z j =i ).
For example, we pick a person with characteristics shown in Table 13 . We vary this person's income and ask each model a question, e.g., what are the VOTs for such a person as his income varies? We compare the answers given by different models. Figure  10 shows the VOTs and VOHEs estimated by different models versus income.
Compared with the benchmarking MNLs, VOT and VOHE estimated by TasteNet-MNL all fall within credible ranges. TasteNet-MNL gives more or less different estimates. Swissmetro VOT estimates are not very different between TasteNet-MNL and MNL-C. Regarding train VOT, TasteNet-MNL gives smaller estimates for all three income groups than MNL-C. Car VOT estimated by TasteNet-MNL is higher for higher income groups and lower for the lowest income group. With respect to VOHEs, TasteNet-MNL gives higher estimates for train and lower estimates for swissmetro for all income levels. MNL-C shows a monotonic relationship between VOT and income only for train VOT, while TasteNet-MNL identifies the monotonicity for swissemtro VOT and car VOT.
As we do not know the ground truth, the interpretability and credibility of the model inevitably depends on expert knowledge and judgment. We draw many individual cases, visualize the taste functions, and compare across models. Overall, taste parameters by TasteNet-MNL fall within similar range as the MNLs. Yet a particular taste of a specific individual given by TasteNet-MNL can agree with or differ from the MNLs. Based on TasteNet-MNL's better predictability, we trust that it gives more accurate taste parameters for individuals. With individual elasticities, we compute aggregate elasticity, which measures a group of decision-makers' response to an incremental change in a variable. This is defined in Eqn 16 as the percentage change in the expected share of the group choosing alternative i (W i ) with respect to one percentage change in variable x ki . It is equivalent to a weighted average of the individual elasticities using the choice probabilities as weights.
The aggregate elasticities of Swissmetro mode share with respect to Swissmetro travel time are -0.43, -0.45, and -0.41 for MNL-A, MNL-B and MNL-C, compared to -0.437 for TasteNet-MNL. We further compare aggregate elasticity by group, such as income (Table 14) . TasteNet-MNL suggests higher elasticities for low income and high income groups than MNL-C. But overall, TasteNet-MNL gives choice elasticities close to MNLs and within reasonable range.
Conclusions & Discussions
In this paper, we embed a neural network into a logit model to flexibly represent taste heterogeneity while keeping model interpretability. Departing from a traditional either-or approach, we integrate neural networks and DCMs to take advantage of both. With a synthetic data, we show that TasteNet-MNL can learn the true nonlinear taste function. As a result, it reaches the same level of accuracy in predicting choice and economic indicators as the true model. Exemplary MNLs and RCLs with misspecified utility result in large parameter bias, less accurate prediction and misleading interpretations. In an application to the Swissmetro dataset, TasteNet-MNL not only predicts more accurately on unseen data, but also provides interpretable indicators for policy analysis: individual level VOTs and elasticities derived from TasteNet-MNL are comparable to the results of the benchmarking MNLs. TasteNet-MNL discovers a greater range of taste variations in the population than the benchmarking MNLs. The average VOT estimates by TasteNet-MNL are higher than the MNLs', due to the longer tails on the high end of willingness-to-pay. Based on its superior predictability, we believes that TasteNet-MNL provides more accurate estimates of tastes and elasticities.
Through this case, we show that neural networks and DCMs can well complement each other. Neural network can learn complex function from data and reduce bias in manual specification. TasteNet-MNL can be used in comparison to DCMs to detect potential misspecification. The theory and domain knowledge of a DCM can guide the neural networks to output meaningful results. A high-level idea behind TasteNet-MNL is to assign the more complex or unknown part of the model (e.g. taste heterogeneity) to a neural network (data-driven), and keep the well-understood part (e.g. trade-offs between alternative attributes) parametric (theory-driven). This idea can be applied to other settings. For example, in a latent class choice model, we usually lack a good prior knowledge of the class membership model specification. A neural network can be utilized to learn the latent class structure.
TasteNet-MNL is distinguished from previous studies in several ways. First, it generalizes the L-MNL (Sifringer et al., 2018) . Instead of learning only the residual in the utility, a neural network learns the complicated interactions between characteristics and attributes. Secondly, different from the majority of neural network applications to discrete choice, TasteNet learns representation of taste rather than utility. This gives us direct control over parameters that carry behavioral meanings, such as values of time, as they are no longer part of the parameters to estimate, but intermediate outputs to predict. Thirdly, we realize the necessity of incorporating domain knowledge to obtain interpretable results from neural networks. We introduce parameter constraints as a regularization strategy to combat over-parameterization, a common issue with insufficient data and a cause for large estimation variability.
There are several limitations and open questions for future research. First, the current TasteNet-MNL model only accommodates systematic taste variations. Random taste heterogeneity is an important source of heterogeneity. How to model distributions of taste parameters with neural networks is an intriguing question for future research. Han (2019) proposes a neural network embedded latent class choice model, as one way to represent random heterogeneity. Future work can develop a neural embedded continuous mixed logit model. Second, TasteNet-MNL focuses on modeling taste heterogeneity. Non-linear effects of attributes have been observed empirically (Monroe, 1973 , Gupta and Cooper, 1992 , Kalyanaram and Little, 1994 . Nonlinear effects, such as the saturation effect and threshold effect, are explained by prospect theory and assimilation-contrast theory (Kahnemann and Tversky, 1979 , Winer, 1986 , 1988 . Future work may extend TasteNet-MNL model to reflect nonlinearity in attributes.
Third, more synthetic data scenarios and benchmark models can be examined. Other forms of nonlinearity can be used to test if TasteNet-MNL can capture them. More benchmarks, such as latent class choice model, random coefficient logit with other distributional assumptions and systematic utilities can be compared against. It is inconclusive whether DCMs that incorporate random heterogeneity can predict better or worse than a TasteNet-MNL with only systematic taste variation. Most likely, it varies across cases, depending on the magnitude of systematic vs random taste variation in the datasets. Future work can conduct a comprehensive comparison of TasteNet-MNL and DCMs.
Lastly, we suggest comparing TasteNet-MNL with DCMs under various empirical settings, in terms of prediction performance and behavioral interpretations. As we find in the Swissmetro case study, TasteNet-MNL suggests higher average VOTs and a greater variety in tastes. Future research can find out whether this is true in general, and how it would affect aggregate forecasts and scenario analysis. We expect that the integrated model can help discover new insights about behaviors and improve model predictability. We first draw input characteristics z according to assumed input distribution in Table  A1 . Alternative attributes cost and time are drawn from the ranges described in Table A1 . With the true model, we compute choice probabilities for each individual. Finally, we draw a chosen alternative for each individual according to the predicted choice probabilities by the true model. We generate 6000, 2000 and 2000 examples for training, development and test data, respectively. Training data is used for model estimation. The development set is for selecting hyper-parameters. The test set is not used in training or selection. It evaluates model generalization ability. 
